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Research on temperature field
reconstruction technology for
single-dome combustion
chambers based on flame image

Miaomiao Chen, Haiyan Jiang, Xiaocheng Cai and
Chuanwu Tan*

Hunan Railway Professional Technology College, Zhuzhou, China

In order to compensate for the limitations of traditional temperature
measurement methods, glass plates were installed on both sides of the single-
dome combustion chamber test piece, and two CCD cameras observed the
combustion flame in the furnace from different positions. The obtained flame
radiation images were combined into a single image through the video capture
card, and then the images were input into the reconstruction algorithm
software to calculate the three-dimensional temperature field in the combustion
chamber in real-time. The software could dynamically display the temperature
distribution at three different positions in the chamber. This marked the first
time that the temperature field in the combustion chamber was obtained
using this new temperature measurement technology, which preliminarily
verifies the feasibility of reconstructing the temperature field in the single-
dome combustion chamber through flame image temperature measurement
technology.
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1 Introduction

The temperature distribution at the exit of the combustion chamber is one of the most
critical parameters for aeroengine combustion chambers. It directly impacts the lifespan
and reliability of the first-stage turbine guide vanes and working blades. As aero-engines
continue to improve their propulsive-weight ratios (P/W), the exhaust temperature from
the combustion chamber has been on the rise. The average temperature at the outlet of
aeroengine combustion chambers has already reached 2000 K (Lin and Xu, 2008), with
hot spots even exceeding 2500 K (Han et al., 2018; Zou et al., 2020).Especially hot spot
locations are difficult to obtain through traditional temperature measurement techniques,
which will cause huge difficulties for engine development.Consequently, in the pursuit of
high-power aero-engines, addressing ultra-high-temperaturemeasurements has become an
indispensable challenge.

The combustion state of the fuel significantly influences the thermal energy conversion
efficiency of the engine. If fuel combustion is unstable, it can lead to fuel nozzle coking
and an increase in the emission of various pollutants (Jia and Luo, 2020). In sum,
measuring temperature distribution within the engine combustion chamber is a formidable
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hurdle in the development of high-power-to-weight ratio engines. It
also plays a crucial role in optimizing engine design and enhancing
combustion efficiency.Therefore, research on the reconstruction of
temperature fields within aeroengine combustion chambers holds
substantial practical significance.

At present, commonly used methods for testing ultra-high
temperatures include infrared spectroscopy, CARS, gas analysis,
etc. Infrared radiation temperature measurement is significantly
affected by the emissivity of the measured object, and issues
such as the installation position of the temperature measurement
probe on the receiver and cooling method need to be considered;
The difficulty of applying CARS system in combustion chamber
testers lies in the emission and reception of laser signals. The
reflection and refraction of smoke particles can reduce the
intensity of the received signal, and the equipment is complex;
Gas analysis is influenced by collection speed and gas extraction;
These methods are difficult to achieve ultra-high temperature
measurement in engineering applications.Image-based temperature
field measurement technology is a cutting-edge, non-contact
measurement technique that has received increasing attention in
recent years. In the late 1980s, Viskata established the radiation
heat transfer equation for combustion systems (Shimoda et al.,
1990), enabling the calculation of internal parameters such as
radiation parameters, temperature fields, and boundary conditions
using thermal radiation intensity data. In recent years, researchers
have made significant progress in radiation transfer, solving
ill-conditioned equations, and establishing models connecting
radiation energy imaging to temperature. They have successfully
generated three-dimensional temperature field distribution data and
real-time displays with over 1000 discrete units in the furnace. The
refresh cycle for the three-dimensional temperature field is less than
5 s, and the relative error remains within 5% (Liu and Zhou, 2023;
Shi et al., 2022; Tang et al., 2022; Tu et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022;
Yuan et al., 2022).

Simultaneously, image temperature measurement technology
has begun making its way into the aviation sector (Chen et al.,
2018), with applications in flame image temperature measurement
technology for various combustion chamber configurations
such as the tail end of the combustion chamber, single/multi-
dome combustors, and more. However, research on the
application of image temperature measurement technology
within full annular combustors is scarce. As the demand
for high-power-to-weight ratio engines continues to grow,
ultra-high temperature measurement is becoming a pressing
challenge in engine development. The integration of image
temperature measurement technology may offer a solution to
this issue.

2 Materials and methods

The combustion area within the engine’s combustion chamber
is subdivided into two segments: M units in the spatial region
and N units in the wall region, totaling I units. The radiation
data within the furnace is acquired using a CCD camera
positioned at the outlet of the engine combustion chamber. The
camera’s field of view angle is carefully chosen to encompass
the entire combustion area of the combustion chamber, as
depicted in Figure 1.

The radiation imaging model establishes a quantitative
relationship between the flame radiation image and the three-
dimensional temperature distribution within the furnace:

Iλ,CCD = AλIbλ (1)

Among these, the elements of matrix A are determined by
the radiation emitted from the ith grid cell and the portion
received by the jth CCD pixel cell, primarily calculated using
the DRESOR number. While there exists a connection between

FIGURE 1
Diagram of combustion coverage area.
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FIGURE 2
Structure diagram of combustion chamber three-dimensional
temperature field visual monitoring system.

the flame radiation image and the three-dimensional temperature
distribution in the combustion chamber, calculating temperature
from radiation image data remains a challenging task. Hence,
the new radiation imaging model establishes a quantitative
relationship between the two-dimensional temperature image of the
flame and the three-dimensional temperature distribution within
the furnace:

Tλ,CCD = AλIbλ (2)

Among them, Tλ,CCD is the two-dimensional temperature image
of the flame, which is the cumulative result of the flame radiation
information in three-dimensional space on the CCD target surface,
and Tλ,CCD is directly proportional to the flame radiation energy
information.Therefore, the reference point temperature is calculated
by colorimetry based on the three primary colors of color images R,
G and B:

tCCD(i0) = C2(
1
λr
− 1
λg
)/ ln[

r′(i0)
g′(i0)
⋅
λr

5

λg
5] (3)

The calculation formula of flame two-dimensional temperature
image is as follows:

t4CCD(i) = t
4
CCD(i0)

G(i)/k′(i)
G(i0)/k′(i0)

(4)

The temperature image and the modified Tikhonov
regularization method applied to linear problems can be used
to calculate the blackbody radiation intensity Ibλ, and then the
combustion temperature field T can be obtained by Planck’s Law:

Ibλ = (AT
λAλ + αDTD)−1AT

λTλ,CCD (5)

In addition, the flame radiation intensity is closely related to the
flame temperature and radiation characteristic parameters, so the
functional relationship between them can be established:

Iλ,CCD = f(κλ,σsλ,T) (6)

FIGURE 3
Front view of CCD camera installation position structure.

FIGURE 4
Side view of CCD camera installation position structure.

FIGURE 5
Original image taken by a single camera.

FIGURE 6
Image after image synthesis of two cameras.
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FIGURE 7
Shooting flame temperature (preliminary treatment).

Where, κλ,σsλ are absorption and scattering coefficients
respectively, and the equation can be differentiated as:

Iλ,CCD = I
r
λ,CCD +[

∂Irλ,CCD
∂κλ

∂Irλ,CCD
∂σsλ
][Δκrλ,Δσ

r
sλ]

T (7)

The least square solution of the equation is:

[
Δκrλ
Δσrsλ
] = {[
∂Irλ,CCD
∂κλ

∂Irλ,CCD
∂σsλ
]
T

[
∂Irλ,CCD
∂κλ

∂Irλ,CCD
∂σsλ
]}
−1

×[
∂Irλ,CCD
∂κλ

∂Irλ,CCD
∂σsλ
]
T

(Iλ,CCD − I
r
λ,CCD) (8)

Thus, the iteration quantity of radiation characteristic
parameters can be calculated. Combined with the temperature
solution process, the flame temperature and radiation community
characteristic parameters can be simultaneously retrieved from the
flame radiation image through iteration.

3 Construction of test system

This system is mainly composed of high-temperature flame
image detector and high-performance industrial control computer
real-time monitoring system. The detector includes two CCD
cameras. The schematic diagram of combustion chamber three-
dimensional temperature field visual monitoring system is shown
in Figure 2. The monitored area of this system is the whole
space in the combustion chamber of all engines. Two CCDs
are arranged on the left and right sides of the combustion
chamber test piece respectively (as shown in Figure 2; Figure 3).
The combustion flame in the combustion chamber is observed
from different positions. Multiple flame radiation images obtained
are combined into one image through the video acquisition card.
The reconstruction algorithm software is used to calculate the
three-dimensional temperature field in the combustion chamber in

real time, dynamically display the three-dimensional temperature
distribution in the combustion chamber, and obtain the real-time
temperature field in the combustion chamber.

The temperature field reconstruction software utilizes the
optical lens in Figure 1, representing the schematic of the three-
dimensional temperature field visual monitoring system for the
single-dome combustorr, to focus light emitted from the surface of
the object being measured onto the CCD photosensitive surface.
A color CCD camera then translates this light information into
photoelectric signals, producing three primary color signals that
include brightness data. The image acquisition card performs
real-time signal acquisition and analog-to-digital conversion
of standard video image signals, converting analog data into
digital format.

Subsequently, the computer stores the digital image signals,
establishes a visual system, and conducts temperature measurement
calculations and temperature field reconstructions.The visualization
system can automatically deliver accurate real-time temperature
readings of the three-dimensional temperature field within the
combustion chamber every few seconds. It also generates various
visual representations, including two-dimensional plane maps,
three-dimensional color isotherm diagrams, cloud diagrams
of the combustion chamber, time-temperature trend graphs,
regional temperature color maps, and more, as illustrated
in Figure 4.

4 Experimental work

Taking the performance test of single-dome combustor as an
example, the glass windows on both sides of the combustion
chamber were installed, and the flame image in the combustion
chamber was obtained in real time from the glass windows on both
sides of the combustion chamber by CCD camera. A CCD camera
captured the flame image in the combustion chamber of single-dome
combustor, as shown in Figure 5 on the right side. It can be seen
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FIGURE 8
Inversion temperature field of four sections.

from the figure that the field of view angle of the camera lens met
the requirements of shooting a panoramic view of the flame. Since
the two cameras have the same frequency, the real-time flame images
taken by the two cameras can be combined into one image through
the video image acquisition card, as shown in Figure 6.

Input the synthesized flame image (as shown in Figure 6) into
the reconstruction algorithm software to calculate and reconstruct
the three-dimensional temperature field in the combustion chamber
in real time. The initial processed temperature field is shown in
Figure 7. It is found that the place with flame is also a high
temperature area by comparing Figure 6 and Figure 7. The flame
image was restored in three dimensions, and four section positions
are intercepted to obtain the temperature of the section respectively,
as shown in Figure 8. The inversion of the temperature field in the
combustion chamber is completed.

Figures 8A–D, it can be seen that themaximum temperature and
minimum temperature at different section locations are different,

indicating that different combustion intensity in the combustion
area will lead to different temperatures. It can also be seen
from the figure that as the temperature section moves backward,
the maximum temperature also changes. When the maximum
temperature is reached, it will drop again, which proves that the
maximum combustion temperature is not in the nozzle outlet area,
but in the middle and rear sections of the combustion chamber.
Finally, the temperature will drop again after reaching themaximum
temperature. From the above two points, it can be seen that the
temperature characteristics obtained by using flame images are very
consistent with the combustion characteristics in the combustion
chamber, which fully proves the reliability of the technology of
reconstructing the temperature field in the combustion chamber
by using flame images. In addition, the combustion characteristics
in the combustion can be truly reproduced by reconstructing the
temperature field, which greatly makes up for the defects of the
traditional temperature measurement technology.
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5 Conclusion

Applying radiation imaging technology to the temperature
measurement of aeroengine combustion chamber can realize real-
time temperature measurement, which can make up for the
following defects of traditional measurement methods:

(1) The defect of thermocouple point measuring temperature is
solved, and the “field” temperature is really realized, which is
no longer a pseudo temperature field.

(2) The temperature distribution in the combustion chamber of
the single-dome combustor is realized by using CCD image
temperature measurement for the first time, which solves
the problem that combustion in the combustion chamber
is a “black box,” and can obtain the full presentation of
combustion characteristics in the combustion chamber in
real time, which will help to understand the suitability of
combustion design more comprehensively, and also help to
shorten the development cycle of the combustion chamber.

(3) Using CCD image temperature measurement can not only
observe the flame combustion status in real time, but also
understand the performance of the combustion chambermore
comprehensively, which will help to understand the suitability
of combustion design more comprehensively, and also help to
shorten the development cycle of the combustion chamber.

(4) Compared to traditional temperature testing methods, it is
easier to obtain the position of the highest temperature point
in the combustion chamber, which will help shorten research
and development costs and cycles.

The flame image temperature measurement method can solve
the defect that the existing temperature measurement methods
cannot obtain continuous temperature field, and can also reduce
the test risk and cost.However, due to the harsh and complex
environment inside the combustion chamber, it is currently
difficult to replace contact temperature measurement with flame
image method, mainly because this method is greatly affected
by the environment and materials. If the traditional method
and image temperature measurement technology can be used
together, it will greatly benefit engine research and save costs for
engine development. Since the thermocouple cannot withstand
high temperature above 1800°C in a narrow space, there is
no good solution to verify the accuracy of image temperature
measurement. The next step of this article is to verify the accuracy
of image temperature measurement methods, such as adding more
comparative temperature measurement experiments of temperature

testing methods, and further verifying the feasibility of image
temperature measurement technology.
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